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10 Blind Dates by Ashley Elston
After an unexpected breakup, seventeen-year-old Sophie lets members of
her large, eccentric extended family set her up on ten blind dates during
Christmas vacation.

The Bear and the Nightingale by Katherine Arden
A novel inspired by Russian fairy tales follows the experiences of a wild
young girl who taps the mysterious powers of a precious necklace given to
her father years earlier to save her village from dark and dangerous forces.

Symphony for the city of the dead by M.T. Anderson
An account of the Siege of Leningrad reveals the role played by Russian
composer Dmitri Shostakovich and his Leningrad Symphony in rallying and
commemorating their fellow citizens.

My True Love Gave to Me edited and with a story by Stephanie Perkins
Collects twelve holiday-themed romances featuring relationships that
blossom during Christmas, Hanukkah, the winter solstice, and Kwanzaa by
such young adult authors as Jenny Han, Holly Black, and Myra McEntire.

Dash & Lily's Book of Dares by Rachel Cohn & David Levithan
Told in the alternating voices of Dash and Lily, two sixteen-year-olds carry on
a wintry scavenger hunt at Christmas-time in New York, neither knowing
quite what--or who--they will find.

The Snow Falls Three Graves Deep by Allan Wolf
A novel in verse recounts the chilling survival tale of the Donner party during
the 1846-1847 winter from the perspectives of its leaders, a scholarly wife,
two Miwok guides, the Reed children and other historical figures.

A Language of Thorns by Leigh Bardugo
Presents a collection of six short stories that transports readers to familiar
and strange magical lands with haunted towns, hungry woods, talking beasts,
and gingerbread golems.

The Book Thief by Markus Zusak
Trying to make sense of the horrors of WWII, Death relates the story of a
young German girl whose book-stealing and story-telling talents help sustain
her family and the Jewish man they are hiding, as well as their neighbors.

Let it Snow: Three Holiday Romances by John Green, Maureen Johnson,
Lauren Myracle
In three intertwining short stories, several high school couples experience the
trials and tribulations along with the joys of romance during a Christmas Eve
snowstorm in a small town.

FEATURED PICKS The Dark is Rising by Susan Cooper
On his eleventh birthday, Will Stanton discovers that he is the last of the Old
Ones, destined to seek the six magical Signs that will enable the Old Ones to
triumph over the evil forces of the Dark.

Wintersong by S. Jae-Jones
After her sister is kidnapped by the Goblin King, Liesl journeys to the
Underground and is faced with an impossible decision when she finds herself
captivated by the strange world and its mysterious ruler.

The Afterlife of Holly Chase by Cynthia Hand
Assigned to work as a Ghost of Christmas Past after refusing to change her
ways on a fateful Christmas Eve five years earlier, Holly becomes
unexpectedly motivated to help a latest Scrooge, who may offer her a fresh
start of her own.

Salt to the Sea by Ruta Sepetys
Racing to freedom with thousands of other refugees as Russian forces close
in on their homes in East Prussia, Joana, Emilia, and Florian meet aboard
the Wilhelm Gustloff and are forced to trust each other in order to survive.

Bittersweet by Sarah Ockler
Hudson Avery gave up a promising ice skating career after her parents
divorced, but when she gets a chance at a scholarship and starts coaching a
hockey team, she realizes that she is not through with ice skating after all.

The Road to Winter by Mark Smith
Finn has survived alone for two years since the virus that killed everyone.
When a stranger arrives, everything changes forever.

Rebel Angels by Libba Bray
Gemma and her friends from the Spence Academy return to the realms to
defeat her foe, Circe, and to bind the magic that has been released.

Home for the Holidays by Heather Vogel Frederick
Four girls continue their mother-daughter book club, reading Charles
Dickens's "A Christmas Carol," but from unexpected blizzards to a sledding
disaster, nothing goes as planned.

A Court of Thorns and Roses by Sarah J. Maas
Dragged off to a treacherous magical land as retribution for killing a wolf,
huntress Feyre learns that her captor is one of the lethal, immortal faeries
who once ruled her world.

Shiver by Maggie Stiefvater
In all the years she has watched the wolves in the woods behind her house,
Grace has been particularly drawn to an unusual yellow-eyed wolf who, in his
turn, has been watching her with increasing intensity.

Turtle Under Ice by Juleah del Rosario
A teen navigates questions of grief, identity, and guilt in the wake of her
sister’s mysterious disappearance

Winterwood by Shea Ernshaw
Rumored to be a witch, Nora Walker attempts to uncover the truth about a
boy she discovers in the woods who went missing weeks ago during a brutal
winter storm, only to learn that he wasn't the only one to go missing.

Red Winter by Annette Marie
Emi has spent her entire life hiding from the savage earth spirits who are
determined to kill her before she can become the living host of a goddess.
She stays hidden--until the day she saves the life of one of her hunters.

Winter, White and Wicked by Shannon Dittemore
Mad Max: Fury Road meets Frozen in this striking YA fantasy about a rig
driver’s journey to save her friend

Brian's Winter by Gary Paulsen
Instead of being rescued from a plane crash, as in the author's book Hatchet,
this story portrays what would have happened to Brian had he been forced to
survive a winter in the wilderness with only his survival pack and hatchet.

MORE TO LOVE
The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, The Witch and the Wardrobe by
C.S. Lewis
Four English schoolchildren find their way through the back of a wardrobe
into the magic land of Narnia and assist Aslan, the golden lion, to triumph
over the White Witch, who has cursed the land with eternal winter.

What Light by Jay Asher
When Sierra falls for Caleb, a boy who made a terrible mistake years before,
she is determined to help him find forgiveness, despite the disapproval and
suspicions they meet.

His Dark Materials: The Golden Compass by Philip Pullman
Accompanied by her daemon, Lyra Belacqua sets out to prevent her best
friend and other kidnapped children from becoming the subject of gruesome
experiments in the Far North.

Wintersmith by Terry Pratchett
When witch-in-training Tiffany Aching accidentally interrupts the Dance of the
Seasons and awakens the interest of the elemental spirit of Winter, she
requires the help of the Wee Free Men to put the seasons aright.


